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IN JUST ONE TREATMENT
Safe, Gentle and Effective
Minimally Invasive Procedure for
Body Contouring.

www.inmodemd.com/bodytite
V32BTPB170317

FULL BODY RENEWAL SURGICAL RESULTS
WITHOUT THE SCARS

PROCEDURE WITH RFAL

“BodyTite has tightened and formed my body and
I don’t have saggy skin or rolls anymore. Three
years after having my baby, I feel like I have a
new body image and my shape back.”

TECHNOLOGY

- L.M. - PATIENT

ADVANCED BODY
CONTOURING & REFINEMENT

Breakthrough Body Reshaping.
We all strive to look and feel our best. Diet and
exercise are at the cornerstones of staying fit,
but sometimes that is not sufficient. Now you
have the answer: BodyTite.
WHAT IS BODYTITE?
BodyTite is a great solution for individuals who
are looking to reduce fat without the saggy,
wrinkly skin. It also helps improve saggy skin
after weight loss or due to aging.
BodyTite is a minimally invasive procedure that
shapes, tightens and lifts without the scalpel
or scar. You are left with surgical-like results
without the added downtime.

BodyTite uses RFAL (Radio-Frequency
Assisted Lipoplasty) technology that addresses
some of the shortcomings associated with
traditional liposuction or surgical body lifts.

WHAT IS THE DOWNTIME?
Depending on the treatment area, downtime
can be from 1-2 days up to 10 days.

WHAT AREAS CAN BE TREATED?
If you can imagine it, you can do it: stomach,
arms, chest, knees and inner/outer thighs are
some of the most common treatment zones.
Multiple areas can be treated in one visit. Each
zone will take approximately 15 minutes of
treatment.

BODYTITE EFFECTS:
BodyTite gently treats fat in stubborn
areas while tightening the skin, helping you
sculpt your body into its ultimate shape.

HOW QUICKLY WILL I SEE RESULTS?
Results can be seen immediately, with best
results noticeable after 3-6 months.

One Procedure.
Significant, Long-Lasting Results.

Please speak to your aesthetic provider to see if BodyTite is right for you.

